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Terraria purified gel

Basics:Ebonian Slime God-8,000 HP (full)-4,000 HP (split)-84 Dmg (melee)-67 Dmg (orb)-88 Dmg (mine)Crimulan Slime God-6,400 HP (full)-200 3.2 HP (split)-84 Dmg (melee)-58 Dmg (orb)-79 Dmg (mine)Slime God-1600 HP-84 Dmg (melee)Summons: It only rubs when congested sludge is used after Skeletron is defeated. Congested sludge is created with 25 Blighted Gel and 25 World Evil stone blocks on the aneum. Attacks: Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods act like basic slime: Jump around trying to beat you. However, if you leave
their range, they will make a powerful lunge attack, which is impossible to overtake at this level, then stomp you. Stomp is easy to avoid with flash boots as the decreasing speed is a bit slow. They also shoot abysmal balls that travel slightly fast to you before exploding. The deadliest attack by them is abyss mines, which are fired much like balls but persist in the air for a long time. They deal with damage to contacts, and the Ebola mines cause Mana disease for 2 seconds, which is not so terribly affecting, even for geeks. The real problem is
the Crimulan mines that cause cursed for 2 seconds. That means no healing and no attacks. Avoid them at all costs. Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods also spawn slime during damage, like king slime; Ebonian Slime God rubbing winged slime and Crimulan Slime God spawning pointed slime. However, once they reach half the health, they are divided into 2 smaller slime, both with 4000 HP. They continue their attack pattern by jumping, dashing, mine and orb shooting, and rubbing slime during damage. Slime God Core is completely
invincible, while both Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods are defeated, much like cthulhu brains. Constantly trying to ram you and always causing bias to contact, which makes you an easy target for the Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods. The way to avoid this is with counter scarf, revengeance mode accessory dropped by cthulhu eye, which allows a dash that ignores attacks every 11 seconds. You can still dash while the ability is to cool down even for extra maneuverability. When the Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods are defeated, the
rest of the fight becomes much easier. All Slime God Core does is try to ram you at this point, but its speed increases significantly. Once Slime God Core is below half health, it starts shooting abysmal balls at the player, which is relatively easy to avoid. Equipment:-molten armor or higher is a must because the damage output for this boss is insanely high. I recommend fighting with at least Cobalt/Palladium Armor, but it's entirely possible to do this with molten armor.-Lightning/Frostspark Boots are very useful to avoid Ebonian and Crimulan
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Slime Gods.-Skyline Wings, the only wings available to Pre-Hardmode, are very useful in this fight to dodging.-Counter Scarf A good idea for dodging Slime God Core attacks as you can damage them.-Cobalt/Obsidian Shield is a must for survival, as you can get trapped between the Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods as ping pong ball.-Nazar is very useful, but not necessary. Providing immunity to the Cursed Debuff.-Laudanum, an accessory dropped from any boss, is quite useful because it provides immunity to the horror debuff, which is
caused by most enemies in Revenge mode (including Slime God Core) and does half the defense and speed of movement for 2-4 seconds.-Adrenaline and Rage (activated by hitting B and V let's go, respectively) significantly increase the damage output. Arena: You can either terraform the terrain just run through it and fire at the boss, or take a floating platform and add 2 platforms underneath. Ebonian and Crimulan Slime Gods get stuck on the top layer (they can't fall over platforms like King Slime) and you can easily deal with them. Just
watch out for mine and Slime God Core.Drops:-30-50 Purified Gel (100%)-150-200 Gel (100%)-Overloaded Blaster (33%)-Abysmal Tome (33%)-Eldritch Tome (33%)-Crimslime Employees (3 3%)-Corroslime Employees (33%)-100-125 Gel Dart (33%)-Corruption Slime God Mask (14.29%)-Crimson Slime God Mask (14.29%)-Slime God Trophy (10%)-Slime God Lore (100% only for first defeat)-Mana Overloader (100%)-Electrolyte Gel Pack (100%)-6-8 Purified Jam (100%)-Slime God Treasure Bag (100%)I hope you enjoyed this little guide!
I hope this helps! Last time here apisiva.hatenablog.com We introduced a new mod from this time Ergo Soul Mod: Ton demo MOD add overspeced items Production cost is also eg Probably the final content of this MOD will not do This time I will rush into hard mode First mod add boss Slime God Convening status can be a snag anywhere I can put out the strongest of the hard previous bosses Meat Walls? Yes... (◜ ࿀ ◝) The weapon used is archerfish + Acceleration Wheels Summon gun summoning herring staff taken in the abyss herring
convening cost 0.5, double the normal number of Armor's Aerospec Armor (summoned) Slime Of God HP is 8800 blue and 7700 red If a small core gives 6,000 attacks, it summons Zako Slime, so the battlefield is covered with Zako, and if it hits the core, it will be impossible to avoid it, because Slime God will rush off the screen, it will rush to the player, so if you fight with as much as possible on the screen, the rest seems to be strengthened, if one of the three bosses dies, on the official wiki, it is recommended to capture with weapons from
the abyss Below is the usual drop selection introduction to Abyssal Tome |  Elderitch Tome Every strong magic book will be the material that will be used to create the wild magic book Purified Jam Revengeance limited consumables If you use it, you can get 6 to 8 pieces only once for the invincible character &amp;amp; world for 10 seconds Using consumables that can only be used once Reduce adrenaline charging time by 10 seconds There is no damage increase mana uploader expert mode or higher limited accessories (confirmed
drop) Max Mana +50 magical damage +6% If mana is less than 50% of the maximum, hp natural resistance is reduced by 5% If mana is less than 5% of the maximum , will absorb HP from the enemy? I don't know. Is this an item that can be used for a long time even after a hard rush Purified Gel If you have 200 to 250 materials to make new tools and gun armor, can you get them all? Here are some of the devices using purified gel Stcause Armor Helmet summons minion called Baby Slime God fight with you Common Set Effect: Offers
+5%, Critical +5%, Speed of movement +5% Allows two-stage jump, improves jumping power If I take more than 100 damage to the intervention, I will not be damaged for a long time?  Goobow 2nd and DPS High Bow Lunarian Bow Lava Bow + Unclean or Crimson Bow + Beads Needs + Purified Gel 10 Pieces Each PCB High Bow From the Landing Site, This material will make the strongest bow that will have a trajectory as it crawls on the ground or wall night ray | Massacre Ray Wandobs Parking + Weil Thorne or Crimson Rod + Amber
Wand + Magic Missile + True Shadow Scale or Blood Samples 15 Pieces + Purified Gel 10 Pieces Each PCB High Wand This will be the material, Make the strongest rod Let's get radiant slime cleaned gel 15 pieces + Muddy Slugge 5 pieces Accessories that illuminates the player's surroundings at night and increases the natural durability of HP It will be one of the materials to make the final equipment accessories Slime God (Lore) Continue gliding on the ground while in the inventory Do not need and also introduce, because intensely rare
Revengeance limited accessories dropped after several fights Heart of Darkness Intense rare accessories drops to 1.67% from the boss Increases the age meter over time, and the damage dealt with during the release phase increases the heart attack debuff crisis rate, +10% Damage dealt at the beginning of heart attack: Up to 5% HP, 2x HP natural resistance, while the rack meter accumulates  Tri z Draedon srdce bude materiál príslušenstva s účinkom, ako je ten, ktorý zhrnul predchádzajúce tri intenzívne vzácne príslušenstvo
Nasleduje
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Zastavme Instavator Skvelá položka, ktorá robí peklo beta (priamy bager pasáž, ktorá pokračuje až do spodnej časti pekla) Jedným kliknutím Vymazať existenciu bez ohľadu na to, čo je na priamke a urobiť peklo beta Len poklad hrudníka, ktorý bude zriadený pochodeň Zdá sa, že opustiť, ak je obsah Ergo mod Väčšina ľudí, ktorí používajú to bude dať na tento účel Rôzne Nekonečné chvenie Ak máte 3996 vanilkové šípky, môžete si ich nekonečné tým, že vytvorí je s krištáľovou guľou Ak ste syntetizovať všetky druhy Nekonečné chvenie s
vyhradenou remeselné stanice, môžete vytvoriť Amalgamated Arrow chvenie (Fargo Soul Mod) Neexistuje žiadna nevýhoda zníženej palebnej sily v dôsledku nekonečna Samozrejme je tu aj munície verzia Let's Infinite! Defeat the wall fresh and get into hard mode Used weapon is Lunarian Bow + Prison Flame Bow Summon's Herring Employees Armor's Stigiel Armor (Summoned) Meat Wall HP is probably faster than usual under 21,280 Calamity Introducing drop items In addition to the following, we will drop unholy /crimbi key.
Underworld (Lore) is ineffective, so excludes Meowthrower, which is a material for making powerful flamethrowers with the Demon Trophy, The friction rate of enemy crowds is 1.25 times, and once used, it's not burdened with rogue emblem vanilla crest version rogue version accessories that can be used as material for the avenger coat of arms While in inventory, expand the range of acquisition goods by 50% When you enter hard mode, some kind of message will flow at once Probably yellow line will be the most important Let's look at it
from above ‧ Star dropped from the sky! Mod another biome called Astral Infection is generated in the world it seems to be a biome that was made by a meteor crashing from the sky after removing the meat wall so you can make weapons and armor using an ore called astral ora that can be harvested from there later ‧ Sunken sea shakes... Sunken sea hostile crowds beneath the underground desert have increased and new drops have been added, with the arrival of Harold and Young Brewer!  Young Brewery Add AlchemistNPC Mod
NPC As the game progresses, the assortment seems to increase Here we present potions added in AlchemistNPC Each has the compound effect of several potions Tank Combination (w / Modded) ironclad + natural recovery + improvement of life + endurance + obsidian skin + spines + Titan Skin + Invincibility Titan S kin Elixir: Flame, freezing combustion, cursed flame, Freezing, Freezing, Disabling Psychic Debuff Intensity Elixir: Prolong Invincibility Time After Being Hit Effect Time 15 Minutes Tank Communication (Vanilla) Iron Wall +
Natural Recovery + Life Enhancement + Endurance + Obsidian Skin + Thorn Effect Time 15 Minutes Battle Combination Iron Wall + Restore + Endurance + Life Enhancement + Anger + Fury Effect Time 15 Minutes Ranger Communication Bullet Saving + Archer + Anger + Furious Effect Time 15 minutes Magic Power Combination + Mana Natural Recovery + Anger + Furious Effect Time 15 minutes Builder Communication Architecture + Calm + Drilling Effect Time 15 minutes Explorer Communication Explorer + Danger Sense + Danger
Hunter + Drilling + Night Vision + Glow Effect Time 15 minutes Summer Communication Summon + Magic Power + Fight Effect Time 15 minutes Fishing Communication Box + Search + Fishing + Natural Healing + Thorn + Iron Wall + Calm + Prison Flame Effect Time 15 minutes Unlocked with 5 fishing quests Currently, only potions + Fishing sold when entering hard mode are described There are two other combined potions left, it's hard mode to capture from next time It's hard mode to capture from next time
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